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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently there has been considerable interest in problems concerning the 
existence of solutions to differential and functional differential equations 
(FDE) in various spaces of generalized functions. Many important areas in 
theoretical and mathematical physics, theory of partial differential equations, 
quantum electrodynamics, operational calculus, and functional analysis use 
the methods of the distributions theory. Yet for ordinary differential 
equations (ODE) and especially FDE, research in this direction is insuf- 
ficiently developed and remains restricted to isolated results for some second- 
order equations or special higher-order systems. We note, in particular. 
papers [l-6] which contain references to previous work. It is weil known 
that normal linear homogeneous systems of ODE with infinitely smooth 
coefficients have no generalized-function solutions other than the classical 
solutions. In contrast to this case, for equations with singularities in the coef- 
ficients, new solutions in generalized functions may appear and some 
classical solutions may disappear. The number m is called the order of the 
distribution 
X(f) = c Xkd(kyt), 
k=O 
X,#O. (1.1) 
Finite-order solutions have been studied mainly for equations with regular 
singular points. In this paper for the first time we establish an existence 
criterion of solutions (1.1) to any linear ODE, with application to some 
third-order equations. 
Distributional solutions to linear homogeneous FDE may be originated 
either by singularities of their coefficients or by deviations of argument. In 
[4] it has been discovered that the system 
X’(f) = Ax(t) + fBX(h), -l<A<l 
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has a solution in the class of singular functionals. A more general result was 
obtained in [5]. Under certain assumptions the system 
x’(t) = y Ai X(/l&) 
i=O 
has a solution 
in the generalized-function space (St)’ with an arbitrary /3 > 1. In the sequel, 
C” denotes the space of m times continuously differentiable functions of the 
real variable t. the norm of a matrix is defined to be 
To ensure the covergence of the series in (1.2) it is sufficient to require that 
for n -+ co the vectors x, satisfy the inequalities 
11x, )I< acnn -no, p> 1. (1.3) 
In fact, since the test functions 4(t) E Si are subject to the restriction [ 7 ] 
1 $$‘“‘(t)l < bd”tP, 
then 
< ab f (cd/nPmD)” < CO, 
n=O 
for /I ( p. If series (1.2) converges, its sum is the general form of a linear 
functional in (SE)’ with the support t = 0 [8]. In this paper we extend the 
foregoing conclusions to comprehensive systems of any order with countable 
sets of argument deviations. 
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2. FINITE-ORDER SOLUTIONS OF ODE 
Here we develop the methods of study and state the main results for linear 
ODE in the space of finite-order distributions. 
THEOREM 2.1. If the equation 
f ai xcnpi’(t) = 0 
i=O 
(2.1) 
with coeficients al(t) E C(m+n-i’ in a neighborhood oft = 0 has a solution of 
order m concentrated on t = 0, then 
(1) a,(O) = 0, 
(2) m satisfies the relation -(m + n) ah(O) + a,(O) = 0, 
(3) there exists a nontrivial solution (x0,..., x,) of the system 
m+n min(j,n) 
TX 
,ro 
k+j--n 
T  (-ly-i 
,G 
a?-“(O)(k + j - i)! = 0 
(k = 0, I,..., m + n). 
ProoJ The existence of solution (1.1) to Eq. (2.1) leads to the conclusion 
that 
mfn-i 
G r 
m  
I - ai,ti s xkS(k+n-i’(t) = 0, C2ij = a?‘(O) 
i=O j=O k=O 
since in the Taylor expansions 
mtn-i 
ai = 1 aijtj + ri(t) 
j=zO 
the remainders and all their derivatives up to the order m + n - i vanish at 
t = 0 and 
ri(t) x (n-i)(t) = 0 
for any distribution (1.1). The formula 
tj8’k’(t) = (-1,’ k!6’k-j)(t)/(k -j)!, k2.i 
= 0, k<j (2.2) 
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gives the result 
f *+f-’ (_ly’a, ;: (k + n - i)! ~~S(~+~-~-j)(f)/(k + n -i-j)! = 0 
i=O j=O k=i’;;.-n 
which can be written as 
;- 
m+n-i m+n-i 
iYJ 
‘C Gtk’(t)/k! x (-ly (k +j)! aijXk+i+j-n ~0. 
kr0 j=O 
Changing the order of summation we obtain 
mtn 
-%- cYk’(t)/k! 2 
mfn-i 
k=O 
s (-ly (k +j)! aijxk+i+j-n=O 
i=O j=O 
and, consequently, 
’ m’-’ (-ly (k +j)! aijXk+i+j-n I - = 0, k = 0, 1 ,..., m + n. 
i=O j=O 
The replacement of i + j by j yields 
‘? “F (-ly-i (k + j - i)! ai,j-ixk+j-n = 0 
i=O ,j( 
whence 
n-l 
1 Xktj-n - 
fi (-ly-'(k+j-i)!Ui,j-i 
j=O i=O 
mtn 
+ 1 Xktj-n _ ‘? (-ly’-i(k+j-i)!ai,j-i=O, k = 0, 1 ,..., m + n, 
j=n i=O 
a system identical to (3). Its last equation a,,~,,, = 0 has a nonzero solution; 
therefore, aoo = 0. The penultimate equation is 
(a,0 - (m + n) a,,) x, = 0, 
which confirms (2). 
THEOREM 2.2. Equation (2.1) has an m order solution with support 
t = 0, if the following hypotheses are satisfied: 
(i) For some natural N(0 < N < m + n), 
q”(O) = 0, i = O,..., min(N, n); 
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(ii) m is the smallest nonnegative integer root of the relation 
M 
r (-l),Y+l-iaaj”+‘-i)(0)(m + n -i)! = 0, M = min(N + 1. n), 
i=O 
where N denotes the greatest number for which (i) holds; 
(iii) there exists a nonzero solution of system (3). 
ProojI Any nontrivial solution (xk} of (3) originates a functional (1.1) 
that satisfies (2.1). If assumption (i) is fulfilled, the last equation of system 
(3) b ecomes 
A,V(m) x, = 0, 
where A, represents the left side in (ii). By virtue of (ii), we can put x, # 0 
and determine the unknowns x,,-~ successively since all their coefficients 
A,V(m - k) are different from zero. 
THEOREM 2.3. If the equation 
T- t’s,(t) x”‘(t) = 0 
iT0 
(2.3) 
with coefficients ai E C” and a,,(O) # 0 has a solution (I. 1) of order m, 
then 
$ (-I)’ a,(O)(m + i)! = 0. 
i=O 
(2.4) 
Conversely, if m is the smallest nonnegative integer root of relation (2.4), 
there exists an m order solution of (2.3) concentrated on t = 0. 
Proof. This proposition may be considered as a corollary of the previous 
theorems but since it constitutes the basis for the study of equations with 
regular singular points we sketch also a different approach. The Laplace 
transformation of the equation 
yields 
T7 <’ (-l)i+j aij(,yi,(s))‘i+i’ = 0. 
-- 
i=O j=O 
(2.5 1 
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The necessary and sufficient condition for the distribution x(t) to have the 
order m is that its transform L(S) be a polynomial of degree m. Differen- 
tiating relation (2.5) k times and putting s = 0, we obtain 
;- 6 (-l)‘+’ (i +j+ k)! aij-yj+k = 0, 
,s ,zo 
k = 0, l,..., (2.6) 
where xk = Ltk’(0)/k!. The requirement xk = 0, k > m reduces (2.6) to a 
finite triangular system of equations the last of which A(m) x,,, = 0 has a 
solution x, f 0, A(m) being the left side of (2.4). Hence, (2.4) holds and if m 
is the smallest nonnegative integer zero of A(m) the substitution of x, into 
Eq. (2.6) allows to find all xk (k ( m) since their coefficients A(k) # 0. 
THEOREM 2.4. The equation 
tx’“‘(t) + f ai x(‘-i’(t) = 0, a, E Cm+n-i (2.7) 
i=l 
has a solution of order m tfl 
(i) a,(O)=m+n, 
(ii) there e-x&s a nonzero solution of the system 
mill minf j.n) 
(a,(O) k! - (k + I)!)x~+,-~ + 1 x~+~-, v (-l)‘-‘a!jPi’(0) 
j=2 ,r, 
x(k+j-ii)!=0 (k = O,..., m+n- 1). (2.8) 
COROLLARY 2.1. The equation [ 91 
tx”‘+(a+b)x’‘-tx’-ax=0 (2.9) 
has a distributional solution; iff a is integral positive and b is even positive. 
This solution is given bJ1 the formula 
x = Cd”-‘/dt”~‘(d2/dt2 - l)b’2P’ d(t), C = const 
and its order is 
m=a+b-3. 
Proof. For (2.9) system (2.8) takes the form 
(2.10) 
(1 --)x,=0, (2-a)x,=O 
(a+b-k-I)x,-z+(k+l-a)x,=O, k = 2,..., m 
(a+b-m-2)x,-,=0, (a+b-m-3)x,=0 (2.11) 
409’88 I I? 
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and (2.10) follows from the requirement x, # 0. The penultimate equation 
gives x,,-, = 0 and (2.11) implies that x,,-~~-, = 0 (k > 0). If the parameter 
a is not positive integer, all xk = 0. On the contrary. when a is positive even, 
all xzk = 0 and the order m is odd. From (2.10) it appears that b is even and 
from (2.11) we have a ,< m + 1; thus, b > 2. If a is positive odd, all 
X Zk+, = 0 and again b is even. Turning to the calculation of the coefficients 
x,,-~~, we obtain 
X ,,-lk = (-l)k ( “2k- ’ ) x,, k = 0, l,.... 
COROLLARY 2.2. The equation [9] 
tx “’ - (I +p)x” - (t-p- l)x’+(t- 1)x=0 (2.12) 
has a distributional solution, iff p is a negative odd integer, p < -3. This 
solution is given by the formula 
x = C(d2/dt2 - 1)-‘p+3’:2 d(t) 
and its order is 
m=-p-3. (2.13) 
Proof: The coefficients xk of ( 1.1) satisfy the equations 
x, =o, (p + 3) xg +x, - 2x, = 0, 
-(p+k+ 1)x,-,+(p+k+2)x,_,+kx,-(k+ l)xk+,=O 
(k = 2,..., m - 1) 
-(p+m+ 1).r,-,+(p+m+2)x,_,+mx,=O, 
-(p+m+2)x,-,+(p+m+3)x,=O, (p + m + 3)x, = 0. (2.14) 
Condition (2.13) provides the possibility of putting x, + 0 and assuming 
that 
x -0 m--2nfl- 3 ~,,-~(~-,)=(-l)~-' (nm!21)x,,,, l<n<k. 
From (2.14), 
2kxm-2, -P- 1)x,-z,c+, + (m - 2k + 2) x,,-~~+* 
-(m-2k+3)x,-,,+,=O. 
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Since x . ,,p2k+? =X,-2k+I = 0 we get, for all k > 0. 
x m  - 2k =(-1)k (mk/‘)x,. 
The equation 
(*k + 2)X,-2,k+ I) -(2k+ l)x,~?k~,+(m--k),~,-2,=0 
gives x,,-~~-, = 0 (k > 0). Inasmuch as x, = 0, the order m is even. 
3. INFINITE-ORDER SOLUTIONS OF FDE 
Here we prove two existence theorems for FDE in the space (St)‘. The 
first one generalizes the results of paper [5] and deals with a system that 
combines, depending on its coefficients, equations with either a singular or 
regular point at t = 0 and in both cases there exists, under certain 
assumptions, a solution of the form (1.2). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose the system 
-9 + A..(t) X(j'(lijf) = 0, 
d - 11 
i=O j=O 
(3.1 j 
in which x(t) is an r-vector and A,(t) are r x r matrices, satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) The coefficients A,(t) are polynomials in I of degree not exceeding 
Pa. 
Aij(t) = ‘+ Aijktk, 
k:O 
P>I 
while 
P-1 
A,,(t) = AtP, A,(t) = =K- Aioktk, 
k:O 
i> I 
and the matrix A is nonsingular. 
(ii) The parameters 1, are real numbers such that 
0 < I4xl < 1, Ikijl 2 ‘3 i+j> 1. 
(iii) The series CEO A”‘/L”’ is convergent, where 
A”’ = IIIIX llAijkll, A”’ = irjf ]Aij] ~ i+j> 1. 
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Then in the space of generalized functions (St)’ with arbitrary p > 1 there 
exists a solution x(t) concentrated on the point t = 0. 
ProojI By virtue of (2.2) and the formula 
6’“‘(Aijt) = I$-’ /yP’(t), 
we obtain the equation 
v (-l)kAijk r (n +j)! x,6 cn+j-k’(t)/(n + j - k)! /lijl A:+j = 0, 
i.j.k n+T>k 
for the unknowns x, of solution (1.2), and the replacement of n + j - k by n 
gives 
q #“‘(t)/n! x (-l)k (n + k)! l/I,1 -’ .LlynpkAijkX,+k-j= 0. 
n=o i,.i.k 
Equating to zero the coefficients of all derivatives d(“)(t), we come to 
relations 
s (-l)k (n + k)! I&-’ Li”-kAijk~,+k-j=O, n>O 
i.j.k 
which can be written as 
’ ’ ’ (-l)k (n + k)! [J-J’ J,Tn-kAijkx,+k-j 
iEO,rl k=O 
co p-1 
+ v v (-l)k (n + k)! ILJ-’ AignekAiOkX,+k -- 
i=O k=O 
+ 5 (-l)P (n +p)! IAiJ’ AIGnmPAiOpx”+p = 0. 
i=O 
Since by the hypothesis 
A OOk = 0 (k = o,...,p - l), AiOp = 0 (i = l,..., p), A,,, = A, 
then 
(-l)p (n +p)! I&-’ G,,-‘Ax,,,, 
co p-1 
+ s v (-l)k (n i- k)! /Aiol~’ A,in-kAiOkXn+k 
j=l k:O 
+ ‘F ‘Y f (-l)“(n + k)! I~ijl~‘~,~n-kAijkXn+k-j=O. 
icO,rl k=O 
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Hence, 
x K- (-l)p+‘(n +k)! 
X’iOkXn+k/i~iOI Ayik(n +P)! 
+ ? G 6 (-l)k (n +k)! (AijJ’ AzTnmkAijkXn+k-j 
--- 
ix0 j=l k=O 
Therefore, taking into account inequalities (ii), we have 
II-K n+pll < l~OO1n+p+’ /A-’ ‘I ( 5 A”‘/l”’ “” IIx,,+kll i=l k:O 
+ G A W/l(i) F 6 
-- 
lIx 
i=O j=l k=O 
n+kpjil). 
Due to (iii) and the first of conditions (ii), the following estimates hold: 
m+p- I 
II-~n+pll <,@+p 1 bn+k-rnllr o<q< 1. (3.2) 
k=O 
where ,L is some positive constant. Using the notation 
we conclude from (3.2) that 
For large n, 
/IX n+pl/ <Pl(m +LwfPM”+P-I. 
p(m +p) q”+p < 1. 
Consequently, 
ll-%+pll G Mn+p-I and M n+P =M n+p- I’ 
Thus, starting with some N, 
M, =M,, n>N. 
The application of (3.4) to (3.2) successively yields 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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IIx,V+p+ill GPCrn +P)9S+pM2Vq 
lI~Y,~+p+~~+p)+ill <P2(m +p)* q’v+pq’~+p+‘m+P’MV, 
~~xN+p+2(m+p)+i)~ <pu-‘(m +p)3 q”+Pq.‘+P+‘m+P’q~~‘+pf?(m+p’~,, 
(O<i,<m+p- I). 
Continuation of the iteration process enables us to assume that, for all n and 
the mentioned values of i. 
IIx,+p+,(,+p)+iJI </l”+‘(m +p)“+’ MN fi qN+p+k’m+p’. (3.5) 
k=O 
In this case, relations (3.2) lead to the result 
mtp-1 
,<w 
N+P+(n+ I)(m+p)+i \T 
- I~XN+n(m+p)tk+ll~ 
k=O 
ntl 
Gpntz(m +p)ttt* ~~ n q.b’+p+k(m+p), 
k=O 
and formula (3.5) has been established by induction. The inequalities 
following from (3.5), prove the theorem since the condition 0 < q < 1 makes 
them more restrictive than (1.3). 
The next proposition generalizes the corresponding results for the systems 
fPX’(f) = A(f) x and fPX’(f) = + A i(f) X@,f) 
,5 
obtained in [ l] and [6 1, respectively. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose fhe system 
fpX’(f) = ~ ~ A,(f) X’j’(~ijf), 
,ro ,ro 
(3.6) 
in which x(f) is an r uecfor and A,(r) are r x r matrices, satisfies the 
following hJ!pofheses: 
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(i) The Aii(t) are polynomials in t of degree not exceeding p + j - 2. 
p+j-2 
Aij(t)= ~1 Aijktk, 
k:O 
P > 2. 
(ii) The lij are real numbers such that jAi,,l > 1, inf j,Iiil > 1,for i> 0. 
j> 1. 
(iii) The series rEO A”‘/l”’ = A is convergent, where 
A”’ = yx IIAijkll. 2”’ = inf IA,). 
i 
Then there is a solution in (St)’ with some /I > 1 supported on t = 0. 
Proof. Taking the bilateral Laplace transform [ 101 
L(s) = (x(t), ems’) 
of (3.6), for which the formula 
(t”x’j’(k,t), e-“) = (-l)k lAijl-’ ~,;‘(s’~(s/~~~))(~) 
holds, we obtain the equation 
(~L(s))‘~’ = K; (-l)p-k I$jJ-’ n,~jA,,(s’L(~/~,))‘~‘, 
iTk 
and differentiation of (3.7) n times (with s = 0) gives the relations 
(3.7) 
(n +p)! Xnfp-, = KT (-l)Oek I,Iijl-’ JtTnmk(n + k)! Aijkxnckpj 
iyk 
for the coefficients x, of (1.2). Assumptions (ii) and (iii) imply that 
m p+.i-2 
(n +p)L,+p-l <Al-” F y Ln+k-ly 
. j=O k:O 
L, = IIx,II n!, 
where 
2 = inf IAi.J, i,j>O 
and the procedure of Theorem 3.1 yields the inequalities 
L. h+n,m+p-,,+k < (m + 1)” (m +p - 1)” l-n’n-“‘m+p-“.” 
xA”L,~ 
I 
I? (IV+ 1 +(m+p- l)i) 
i=l 
(O<k<m+p-1) 
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more stringent than (1.3), if A > 1. Hence the space (St)‘, with arbitrary 
/3 > 1, contains a solution of (3.6) concentrated on t = 0. For A = 1, 
Il~A~+n,m+p- I)+k II<(m+ I)“A”fw~,,/(N+n(m+p- l)+k)!n!, 
and applying Stirling’s formula we get 
1(x,, 11 ,< ac”V --‘0, v=N+n(m+p- 1)+-k, p= 1 +(m+p- I)-‘* 
Therefore, if inf (Ai,/ = 1, (3.6) has a solution (1.2) in (St)’ with 1 < ,fI <p. 
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